
Be Camera Confident
Includes kids & family guide



Let me help
I am so glad  you decided to confront your fears about stepping in front of the camera. Almost 
everyone I point my camera at feels uncomfortable. It’s as if I am about to shoot them. Did I 
mention (almost) EVERYONE? You are not alone. We become extremely self aware in front of the 
lens and wish we were younger, lighter, taller, fitter...

But we all know this social media thing will stick around and if you want to be seen and heard 
for all the fabulous stuff you do, the camera has to become your friend. 

Have you ever considered maybe you can look good in front of the camera, but
just never have known or been taught how?

With a few tips and a little bit of practice you will realize that the photos that come out of my 
camera or your smart phone look oh-so-flattering! - in fact so flattering that you cannot stop 
posting them to all your social media.

My 10 tips will turn you into a pro. You will know how to take the 10 kilos off (I know, people claim 
the camera adds 10 kilos...), you will be shining like a celeb... and let’s not forget, you will have 
the “knowing smile”. 

Don’t run and hide anymore when somebody raises a camera. 

For kids & family tips, head to number 11 & 12.

Now let’s start...



1. Let there be light
Lighting is the main ingredient to all great photography, especially for women. If you get caught 
in crappy lighting all the stuff you dont want to see will surely come up!

A simple tip is to always try to make sure that you are facing the main light source. Look for 
windows, brighter spots in the room, the sun or if all that fails stick on the flash.

Cause even if you are standing in front of the best sunset over the water in Bali, if you want to 
look great in that awesome silk kaftan, you need to turn around and face the setting sun, so that 
the gorgeous soft setting sun light is washing your face with even light, putting a sparkle in your 
eyes and adding a glow to your skin. 

Of course if it is the middle of the day, the sun will not be your friend, so try and get into a 
shaded area, but still make sure you are facing into wherever the strongest source of light is 
coming from.

facing the light

against the light



2. Stand tall
So this is the one that makes you 
look super confident (and by the way, 
it works also in front of an audience, 
the school principle or your boss). 

You can create so much confidence 
by simply standing tall and engaging 
great posture. Push your chest out, 
relax your shoulders, have a slight 
curve in your arms and tighten your 
core. 

If you pull one leg back and pop 
your weight back on this leg, you will 
create a great curve in your body and 
look super confident.

This is great if you are getting 
photographed on your own, or with 
others also.



3. Lose the chin(s)
We all hate those dreaded gobbly chins when we see them. This is all about creating a great
jawline - everytime. Many women believe that raising your chin forward and up, will result in 
getting rid of the dreaded double chin. When in fact it is quite the opposite, raising your chin 
only brings focus to the entire area and makes the chin (or chins) look more prominent.
Instead, try pushing your chin forward (think walk like an Egyptian if you are old enough to
remember) and then adjust to slightly down.

This one definitely takes a bit of practise but I highly recommend giving it a go in the mirror at 
home. You wont be disappointed with the results!



4. Create Shape
Creating shapes and movement in your body is a good way to looking your best in your photos. 
You can do this by relaxing and bending your joints, wrists, knees, ankles and ellbows. Well 
probably not all of them at the same time. Rest your ellbow on your crossed legs, lean forwards, 
cross your arms in front of you to hide tummies or place a hand on your hip to show off curves.

Make sure you create space between your limbs and your body that will give your figure an 
extra flattering look. These position all beat standing straight and stiff as a board hoping for the 
best. Just remember that you want to look relaxed and confident but not floppy.



5. Show it off
If you have great legs or 
wonderful hands, show them 
off. 

It is important to let your 
photographer know what you 
love about yourself and even 
more important to tell the 
person behind the lens what 
you don’t like about yourself.

If you don’t like your tighs or 
butt, pull them away from the 
camera. If you love your eyes, 
engage with the camera.

Practice. Take selfies and get 
to know which side and angle 
of your face you like best. 
Bring your best selifes along 
to your photoshoot and don’t 
be shy to explain exactly what 
you want. 

 



6. The knowing smile
If you want to look connected and confident, this is the one you want to have in your bag. It’s 
that little smile that crosses your face when you think about someone you love or something 
you are looking forward to do. 
It’s that split second of a smile that you have just before you are showing the your big smile.

That’s the one that connects instantly with your viewer.



7. Bring on the joy
There is nothing more beautiful 
and contagious than honest 
laughter. And if you really hate 
being in front of the camera, 
then you more than likely 
usually look like a deer in the 
headlights.

You can totally avoid this by 
bursting into laughter. You may 
actually think of something 
funny, but  often if you just fake 
it a little, you will look fantastic 
and like the life of the party!

Often a little laugh off to the 
side can be ever so engaging.
I know, I know, it will feel 
completely silly the first few 
times, but when you see the 
results, trust me, you will know 
the power of this little trick!



8. The perfect fit - outfit
The drama starts before you even stand in 
front of the camera and all you think is “I’ve 
got nothing to wear!”

Here are a few factors for choosing the right 
outfit:

1. Fitted clothing is more flattering on 
pictures 
2. The baggy pants with the oversized blouse 
you think are hiding all the flaws actually 
add extra bulk to your figure.
3. Choose figure hugging dresses that are 
the right size. You don’t want to squeeze into 
them either. 
4. Use all the techniques in this guide to 
create curves and slim down your silhouette.

Colors: Whites and pastels flatter most 
skin tones. Important is to know how you 
want your picturs to look. For bright and airy 
pictures, dress in pastels and whites, for 
the vintage look choose darker and muted 
colors. Discuss this with your photographer 
beforehand so your location and your outfit 
match your dream picture.

Most important: bring layers and accessories. 
A hat, sunglasses, scarf, cardigan, jacket... 
keep changing while you are shooting to get 
the most variety for your investment. It’s 
boring to look the same in each picture.



9. Don’t be so serious
If you just remember one 
thing from this guide, let it 
be this:

Have fun!!!

Be silly, try out a fake laugh 
and you might end up with 
the real one.

You don’t want all your 
photos to look silly but it 
might help to do a few silly 
shots at the beginning to 
loosen you up.

Letting yourself go can be 
quite liberating.



10. Entertain your hands
In front of the camera the hands can all of a sudden feel like huge bear claws. Where to go 
with them. Don’t hide them. A good thing is to hold something, bring a phone, or hold your sun 
glasses or a hat or a bag maybe? Put the thumb comfortably into your jeans pocket... just don’t 
try to hide them, that looks awkward. 
Hold them to your face like you are resting your head in it but only pretend, otherwise you might 
create a layer of folds in your face. Adjust your hear, hold on to your waist... you know what I 
mean, entertain them.



11. Kids
When working with kids, it is important that you prepare them ahead. Tell them that you are 
going on a photo shoot and they will be the star. Let them come up with their own creative 
posing idea to get them more interested and then in turn, they also have to pose the way you 
would like it. Hopefully this will turn into a lot of natural laughter instead of tears.

Let them entertain their hands. Allow them to take along a toy, a futbol, barbie or bring your dog 
on a leash. It doesn’t just entertain their hands but will show off some family dynamics. If you 
don’t like the toy, maybe you can agree on one picture without it.



12. Family pictures
For a family shoot agree on a colour theme. For example blue. Dress your family so everyone 
wears something blue. Mix up with patterns and avoid adding another prime colour (such as red 
as this will take the entire focus). If you dress everyone identical, such a jeans and white shirt, 
it will look a bit sterile. Instead mix in light coloured shirts, white t-shirt with a scarf, patterned 
light colour pullover etc. The image below will help you getting the idea. Adding accessories can 
help breaking the pattern and still keeping a colour them.

Have fun!!! Be silly, try out a fake laugh and you might end up with the real one.

One small but important tip for parents. I have this situation every time (seriously every time): 
The parents tell their kids to look into the camera and smile. The moment the kids finally do 
that, the parents are not looking into the camera because they are checking if their kids are 
doing what they just said. Bummer! So please, while you talk to your kids and tell them to look 
into the camera, don’t forget to look into the camera yourself. 

Last but not least, relax if your kids don’t exactly behave like supermodels. Very often, your 
favorite photo will end up being the one that is less posed and more like a moment out of the 
real life (and I hope your photographer doesn’t forget to press the shutter to seal that memory).



Now you should be well prepared and 
feeling confident in front of the camera.

When you have images that you love, you 
will share them and people will be drawn 

to you. It’s that simple.

I hope that this will serve you well in 
your quest to feel more comfortable and 

ultimately confident when
in front of the lens, whether it be for 

business or personal use.. 

Yours, 
Sandra Doerpinghaus

at

My camera and I are would love to connect 
with you. Visit us at:

www.handcraftedphotos.com

http://www.handcraftedphotos.com

